
CONTRACTS & SALES 
 

Governing law and types of contracts 

1. Common law: common law supplements UCC unless 

otherwise displaced by it 

2. UCC Article 2: covers “transactions in goods” 

3. If UCC and common law conflict, UCC prevails. 

4. 3 elements required to create contract: 1) Mutual assent 

(offer and acceptance), 2) Consideration or substitute, 

and 3) No defenses to formation. 

5. K created by formation: Contracts may be express 

(formed by language, oral or written) or implied (formed 

by manifestations of assent other than oral or written 

language, i.e. by conduct). 

a. Quasi-Contract: not a contract but is way to avoid 

unjust enrichment.  Even if agreement doesn’t 

qualify as contract, under QC a party can recover 

benefit conferred on other party. 

6. K created by acceptance: Ks are either bilateral (requires 

exchange of promises) or unilateral (requires exchange of 

an act for a promise).  Most Ks are bilateral. 

a. Unilateral Ks are limited to 2 circumstances:  (1) 

where offeror indicates that performance is only 

way to accept, or (2) where there’s offer to the 

public contemplating acceptance by performance 

(i.e. reward). 

7. Void, Voidable, and Unenforceable Ks 

a. Void contract: K without any legal effect from the 

beginning (i.e. agreement to commit crime) 

b. Voidable contract: K that party may elect to avoid 

or ratify (i.e. contract by minor) 

c. Unenforceable contract: K otherwise valid but for 

which some defense exists (i.e. Statute of Frauds). 

 

Contract formation – Mutual Assent 

1. For agreement to be enforceable, there must be mutual 

assent (one party must accept other’s offer) 

2. Mutual assent is manifested through the process of offer 

and acceptance, consideration, and capacity to contract. 

3. Parties must come to agreement on contract’s terms. 

Objective manifestation of assent – would a reasonable 

person believe a contract has been formed? 

 

Contract formation – Offer 

1. To be valid, offer must be: 

a. An expression of promise, undertaking, or 

commitment to enter into contract; 

b. Definite and certain in its terms; and 

1) Real estate transactions require ID of land and 

price terms. 

2) Sale of goods Ks require quantity to be certain 

or capable of being made certain.  

“Requirements” and “output” offers are good 

enough. 

3) In employment contract, duration must be 

specified. 

c. Offer must be communicated to offeree. 

2. Terms: must be certain and definite. Under common law, 

all essential terms must be covered (subject matter, price, 

and quantity); UCC has a more liberal contract formation 

(contract formed if parties intend to contract and there is 

a reasonably certain basis for giving a remedy).  

Requirements/output contracts satisfy UCC formation 

requirement even without naming specific quantities. 

UCC implies good faith as a term. 

3. Language: words of promise, undertaking, commitment. 

Distinguish from words that merely indicate intention to 

sell or interest in buying. Targeted to number of people 

who could actually accept 

4. Advertisements: generally not offers because terms aren’t 

definite and certain. Not targeted to small number of 

people. Some ads are offers, though (ex: first come, first 

served). 

5. Auctions: an offer is made by seller of goods up for 

auction. Acceptance occurs at fall of hammer. “With 

reserve” indicates that the seller reserves the right to 

withdraw if bid too low. “Without reserve” means any 

bid cements the deal. Auctions are with reserve unless 

explicitly offered without reserve. 

6. Offers looking toward unilateral/bilateral contract: 

Looking toward unilateral contract, offer seeks 

performance and contract is formed upon performance. 

Looking toward bilateral contract, offer seeks return 

promise and contract is formed when return promise is 

given. 

7. Revocation by OR: OR’s statement or conduct 

unambiguously indicating change of mind that OE is 

aware of. Effective at time of receipt and before 

acceptance. Revocation can be direct or indirect. Offers 

not supported by consideration or detrimental reliance 

can be revoked at will by OR even if he promised not to 

revoke for amount of time. 

8. Limitation on OR’s power to revoke 

a. Detrimental reliance: mere preparation can be 

foreseeable reasonable reliance; makes offer 

irrevocable 

b. Unilateral contract part performance: OR’s offer 

becomes irrevocable once performance has begun; 

OE bound to complete; under prevailing view, 

contract is formed once performance begins;  under 

minority view, only option contract is formed at 

start of performance, making offer irrevocable for a 

reasonable time, main contract not formed until 

performance complete, OE not bound to complete 

c. Acceptance: cannot revoke after acceptance; start of 

performance is acceptance in  bilateral contracts 

d. Option Ks: require consideration for promise not to 

revoke for a certain period. Party with power of 

acceptance has paid for offer’s irrevocability. 

e. Merchant’s firm offer under UCC: applies to 

promises by merchants not to revoke offers for a 

sale of goods; must be in writing; 3 month limit on 

firm offers, no matter what offer says. 

 

Contract formation – Acceptance 

1. Termination of Offer 

a. Rejection: OE may reject offer (1) expressly or (2) 

by making a counteroffer (both a rejection and a 

new offer). Rejection is effective when received. 



 
Offer can be revived by OR. Rejection of option 

doesn’t terminate the offer.   

b. Lapse of time: offer may be terminated by OE’s 

failure to accept within time specified or within 

reasonable period of time if no deadline. 

c. Death or incapacity of either party: will terminate 

offer unless offer is kind that can’t be terminated 

(bc supported by consideration, etc). Insanity need 

not be communicated to other party. 

d. Destruction of subject matter 

e. Supervening illegality of contract 

2. Counter-offer rules: counter-offer terminates original 

offer; conditional acceptance treated like a counter-offer; 

common law mirror image rule. 

3. Valid acceptance of bilateral K: requires OE with power 

of acceptance, unequivocal terms of acceptance, and 

communication of acceptance. Acceptance by 

unauthorized means is effective if it’s actually received 

by OR while offer still exists. 

4. Extra/omitted terms: under common law, acceptance 

must mirror OR’s terms, neither omitting nor adding 

terms.  Otherwise it may be counteroffer/rejection. Under 

UCC, acceptance need not mirror offer’s terms. If one 

party is nonmerchant, terms of offer control. If both are 

merchants, acceptance terms usually included. 

5. UCC battle of the forms: between merchants new terms 

are part of contract unless it makes a material change or 

is objected to by other party, when not between 

merchants new terms not part of deal unless agreed to. 

6. Improper performance: constitutes acceptance and creates 

contract; at same time, it is breach of the contract created. 

Accommodation rule: where seller sends non-conforming 

goods with explanation, not treated as an acceptance. 

7. Mailbox rule: general rule is that communications are 

effective when received. Mailbox rule exception: 

acceptance is effective upon dispatch. Exception to 

mailbox rule – if rejection sent before acceptance, 

whichever arrives first is effective. If acceptance sent first 

and then rejection the contract is formed upon dispatch, 

but if OR gets rejection first and changes position in 

reliance then OE estopped from enforcing contract;  

acceptance of option contract is effective only upon 

receipt by OR 

8. Silence as acceptance: general rule is OR cannot force 

OE to speak up to keep from accepting an offer. 

Exception – silence may be acceptance if OE silently 

takes the offered benefits, especially where there have 

been prior dealings this way or trade practice creates 

commercially reasonable expectation that silence 

represents acceptance. Also if there’s express waiver of 

communication in offer or offer requires an act as 

acceptance. 

9. Cross-offers: because an offer is effective on receipt, 

offers stating the same terms that cross in the mail don’t 

form K. 

10. Formation problems 

a. Unilateral K: OE of unilateral (perform) K must act 

with knowledge of offer and be motivated by it.  

Normally no duty to notify of acceptance unless 

requested. Offeree must know of offer to accept it.  

If he acts without knowledge and learns of offer 

later, acts were not acceptance. 

b. Bilateral K: OE’s ignorance of certain terms may be 

defense to formation of K.  Oppressive terms or 

provisions against public policy may prevent K 

formation.  Blanket form recitals that state that 

offeree has read and understood all terms won’t 

prevent court from holding that there’s no K if 

reasonable person wouldn’t understand provisions. 

 

Contract formation – Consideration 

1. Courts will enforce bilateral or unilateral K only if it’s 

supported by consideration or its substitute. 

2. Bargained-for exchange: Parties must exchange 

something.  In bilateral Ks, they exchange promises.  In 

unilateral Ks, they exchange a promise for an act. 

Bargain element is lacking in past consideration 

problems. 

3. Gift: no bargain involved (no consideration) when one 

gives a gift to another.  Act of forbearance by promise 

will form bargain if it benefits promisor.  If one party 

gives other peace of mind or gratification in exchange for 

something, may be sufficient for bargain. 

4. Past or moral consideration: Promise given in exchange 

for something already done doesn’t satisfy bargain.  

Exceptions: 

a. When past obligation is unenforceable because of 

technical defense (i.e. statute of limitations), it will 

be enforceable if a new promise is made in writing 

or is partially performed. 

b. If a past act was performed by promise at 

promisor’s request a new promise to pay for that act 

will be enforceable. 

5. Legal value: benefit-detriment test. Exchange must be of 

some benefit to PR or detriment to PE; refraining from 

something you could legally do is a detriment; distinguish 

from a promise to make a gift which has no detriment. 

6. Adequacy of consideration: law doesn’t look to adequacy 

of consideration (“mere peppercorn” is enough) 

7. Forbearance to sue: promise to refrain from suing on 

claim may be consideration if claim is valid or claimant 

in good faith believes claim is valid. 

8. Pre-existing duty rule: at common law, promise to 

perform preexisting legal duty does not count as 

consideration because PE is already bound to perform. 

Exceptions – new or different consideration is provided 

(look for any change in duty on either side); unforeseen 

circumstances; promise to ratify voidable obligation (i.e. 

promise to ratify minor’s K after reaching majority, 

promise to go through with K despite attempted fraud); if 

modification is fair and equitable courts struggle to 

uphold it; UCC does not require new consideration for 

modifications, only good faith. 

9. Mutual and illusory promises: consideration must exist 

on both sides of K but benefit doesn’t have to flow to all. 

If only one party bound to perform then illusory promise 

and not enforceable. Requires mutuality. Ks that satisfy 

mutuality requirement: 

a. Requirements and output Ks: check wording of 

contract terms.  Valid requirements or output K 

term will say “all the widgets I require” or “all that 



 
you produce”, but if it says “all the widgets I want” 

or “all you want to sell me” is illusory. 

b. Conditional promises, unless condition is entirely 

within promisor’s control; 

c. Ks where party has right to cancel, if that right is 

somehow restricted (i.e. must give 60 days notice); 

d. Voidable promises (i.e. one made by infant); 

e. Unilateral and option Ks; and 

f. Gratuitous suretyship promises made before 

consideration flows to principal debtor. 

10. Substitutes for consideration: in some situations 

consideration isn’t necessary to create K liability.  

Substitutes will suffice. Detrimental reliance, promissory 

estoppel, UCC modifications, promises to pay legal 

obligations barred by law. 

11. Promissory estoppel: as substitute for consideration; 

promise that might reasonably induce reliance, person 

relies, injustice can be avoided only by enforcing, remedy 

may be limited or adjusted as justice requires. 

 

Capacity 

1. Minors: must be at least 18 to contract; minor can void 

contract at his option. If other party is adult, he is bound 

unless minor avoids it. Upon majority, minor may affirm 

contract and then become bound. Misrepresentation of 

age is irrelevant to minor’s ability to avoid but adult may 

have action in tort against minor for fraud. Minor cannot 

avoid contract for necessities. 

2. Insanity or mental incapacity: incompetent person may 

disaffirm (when lucid or through a representative) if he 

cannot understand nature and significance of contract at 

time of contracting. 

3. Intoxicated or drugged persons: may disaffirm upon 

recovery if he could not understand the nature and 

significance of contract at time of contracting. 

4. Necessaries: cannot be avoided by anyone (but not 

contract liability, quasi-K). 

5. Implied reaffirmation: exists when contract made by 

person without capacity who later gains capacity and 

retains benefits of agreement without complaint. 

 

Mistake, Duress, and Misrepresentation 

1. Unilateral mistake: generally no relief unless non-

mistaken party knew about other’s mistake; then contract 

will be voidable at mistaken party’s option 

2. Mutual mistake: rescission allowed if mistake was as to 

material fact made by both parties about a basic 

assumption on which contract was made (note rescission 

is not allowed for mistakes as to value or opinion). 

3. Latent ambiguity: contract seems clear at time of 

contracting but subsequently discovered facts reveal that 

agreement can be interpreted in more than one way. If 

both parties unaware of ambiguity, no contract unless 

they had same subjective intent. If both were aware, no 

contract unless same subjective intent. If one party aware, 

contract enforceable according to intention of innocent 

party. 

4. Mistakes by Intermediary/Transmission: typo by 

telegraph company becomes part of contract unless 

receiver has reason to know that there is a mistake in 

document. 

5. Duress: makes contract unenforceable; includes 

economic duress 

6. Misrepresentation: material misrepresentation that 

induces other party to enter into agreement makes 

contract unenforceable even if it’s an honest 

misrepresentation. 

 

Enforceability of Contract Provisions 

1. Illegality at time of contracting: unenforceable if subject 

matter is illegal. 

2. Covenants not to compete: enforceability depends on 

reasonableness of the time limitation and of the 

geographic limitation. 

3. Exculpatory clause: contracting away liability for 

negligence not against public policy, but cannot do so for 

gross negligence or intentional torts. 

4. Unconscionability: oppressive terms, unfair surprise; 

tested at time of contracting. Seldom good defense on 

MBE. 

 

Warranties 

1. Express warranties: promise, affirmation, description, or 

sample that is part of basis of the bargain. 

2. Implied warranties: merchantability; fitness for particular 

purpose. 

a. Merchantability: in every sale by merchant dealing 

in sale of such goods, there’s implied warranty that 

goods are merchantable. Test is whether goods are 

fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods 

are used, and failure of such is usually basis in 

merchantability suit. No difference if seller didn’t 

know of defect and couldn’t have discovered it. 

b. Fitness for particular purpose: arises when any 

seller, merchant or not, has reason to know of 

particular purpose for which goods are to be used 

and that buyer is relying on seller’s skill and 

judgment to select suitable goods. 

3. Limiting warranties: can’t disclaim express warranty re: 

core description of goods. Disclaimer of implied 

warranties must be conspicuous. Must mention 

merchantability by name if disclaiming. “As is” or “with 

all faults” disclaims both implied warranties. 

4. Limiting remedies: ok for both express and implied but 

unconscionability test applies. Prima facie 

unconscionable to prevent recovery for personal injuries 

in consumer goods cases. 

 

Third Party Beneficiaries 

1. Incidental v. intended beneficiaries: intended beneficiary 

has the right to sue while incidentals do not. Factors to 

determine whether one is intended: is party expressly 

designated in contract? Is performance made directly to 

third party? Is third party specifically given any rights 

under the contact, etc.? 

2. 2 kinds of intended beneficiaries  

a. Creditor beneficiary: person to whom debt is owed 

by promisee, and 

b. Donee beneficiary: person who promisee intends to 

benefit gratuitously. 

3. Vesting: when 3
rd

 party’s rights vest, this cuts off ability 

of PR and PE to modify or rescind K. Vesting occurs 



 
when the beneficiary manifests assent in some manner 

invited or requested by the contract parties, sues to 

enforce promise, or materially changes position in 

reliance on promise. 

4. Who may sue? - Defenses 

a. 3rd party beneficiary v. PR 

1) 3
rd

 may sue PR on K.  PR may raise any 

defense that he has against PE, against 3
rd

. 

2) Whether PR may use defenses PE would have 

against 3
rd

 depends on whether PR made 

absolute promise to pay, or only promise to 

pay PR’s debt to 3
rd

. If it’s absolute PR can’t 

use PE defenses, if not then PR can use PE’s 

defenses. 

b. 3
rd

 v. PE: creditor beneficiary can use promisee on 

existing obligation between them.  May also sue 

promisor but may obtain only one satisfaction.  

Donee has no right to sue promisee unless grounds 

for detrimental reliance remedy exist. 

c. PE v. PR: PE may sue PR both at law and in equity 

for specific performance if PR isn’t performing for 

3rd person. 

 

Assignment and Delegation 

1. Assignment: typically, X (obligor) contracts with Y 

(assignor).  Y assigns his right to X’s performance, to Z 

(assignee). 

2. Non-assignable rights: rights that would materially affect 

rights and duties of OR; rights under future contract that 

does not yet exist; prohibited by law. 

3. Non-assignment provisions: clause prohibiting 

assignment of the K will be seen as barring only 

delegation of assignor’s duties.  Clause prohibiting 

assignment of K rights doesn’t bar assignment but gives 

obligor right to sue for damages. If K provides that 

attempts to assign will be avoid, parties can bar 

assignment.  Also if assignee has notice of non-

assignment clause, assignment will be ineffective. 

4. Assignment for consideration: an assignment for 

consideration is irrevocable.  An assignment not for 

consideration is revocable. 

5. Gratuitous assignment: no consideration so it’s revocable, 

unless 1) OR already performed, 2) AE is given token of 

assignment, 3) assignment is in writing, or 4) there’s 

detrimental reliance by AE. Revocable by death or 

bankruptcy of AR/OE, notice from AR to AE or OR, AR 

taking performance from OR, or later assignment by AR 

to another (this revokes assignment to 1
st
 AE). 

6. Defenses: AE can directly sue OR. OR may assert any 

defenses against AE that he would’ve had against AR. 

AE can sue AR for wrongfully revoking irrevocable 

assignment but AR won’t be liable if OR is incapable of 

performance. 

7. Delegation: typically, Y (obligor/delegator) promise to 

perform for X (oblige).  Y delegates her duty to Z 

(delegate). Doesn’t excuse delegator unless there’s 

novation. Can’t delegate if performance requires special 

skills, original party has special reputation, or contract 

prohibits it. Under UCC, assignment of rights carries with 

it implied assumption of duties. 

8. Novation: substitutes new party for an original party to 

the K.  Requires agreement of all parties and completely 

releases the original party. 

 

Statute of Frauds (SoF) 

1. Contracts within the SoF: certain agreements must be in 

writing to be enforceable:  

a. Contract concerning interest in land: must be in 

writing; included in this are sales of land, leases for 

more than one year, easements over land for more 

than one year, and mortgages. Not included: 

contract to build. 

(1) Part performance exception: oral contract for 

land may be enforceable if contract has been 

partly performed (e.g., price paid, buyer in 

possession, buyer made improvements), buyer 

may seek recovery of any benefit he has 

conferred. 

b. Promise to pay debt of another (suretyship): must be 

in writing. Exception – main purpose rule (purpose 

of the debt is personal economic interest of 

guarantor). 

c. Long term contracts: contract not capable of being 

performed in less than one year must be in writing 

d. Contracts in consideration of marriage: must be in 

writing 

e. Promise by executor/administrator to pay debts of 

decedent’s estate from his own pocket: must be in 

writing 

f. Contracts for sale of goods for more than $500: 

under Article 2 must be in writing. Exceptions – 

specially manufactured goods, admission of contract 

in court, part performance; no merchant requirement 

(written confirmation of an oral agreement between 

merchants). 

g. Covenants not to compete: must be in writing. 

2. MY LEGS (plus covenant not to compete) 

a. M – Marriage 

b. Y – Ks over one Year 

c. L – Land 

d. E – Executor 

e. G – Goods of $500 or more 

f. S – Surety 

3. SoF Writing under common law: SoF is satisfied if 

writing contains following:  (can be several pieces of 

writing) 

a. ID of parties sought to be charged; 

b. ID of K’s subject matter; 

c. Terms and conditions of the agreement; 

d. Recital of the consideration; and 

e. Signature of the party to be charged. 

4. SoF Writing under UCC: writing must be sufficient to ID 

that K exists, have quantity term, and signature of ∆. 

Merchant exception – merchant’s failure to respond 

timely to written assertion of K signed by another 

merchant is bound. 

5. Exceptions: when SoF doesn’t apply: 

a. Full performance of services contracts 

b. Payment of real estate contract: requires two of the 

following to make oral contract for sale of real 

estate enforceable: 1) part payment by the buyer, 2) 



 
possession by buyer, or 3) improvement by the 

buyer. 

c. Delivered goods 

d. Judicial admission: in-court admission that there 

was K or part performance, such as in pleadings, 

discovery, or testimony. 

6. Contract modifications: in determining whether there 

must be written evidence of contract modification, apply 

SoF to agreement with the alleged change. If contract as 

allegedly modified is within SoF then there must be 

written evidence of modification. 

 

Parol Evidence Rule (PER) 

1. Purpose is to determine effect parties intended to give to 

writing; extends only to evidence of agreements prior to 

or contemporaneous to writing (not those after the 

writing). 

2. Application of PER: writing must be an integration (final 

expression). If K is complete integration, no parol 

evidence allowed (complete if intended as a final writing 

and a complete statement of agreement terms). If K is 

partial integration then parol evidence may supplement 

the writing but not contradict (it is partial if is intended to 

be final but not necessarily contain all terms). Merger 

(“this is final agreement”) clauses are typically given 

effect 

3. Exceptions or qualifications: parole evidence may be 

admitted to: 

a. Show formation defects (fraud, duress, mistake, 

illegality); 

b. Show existence of condition precedent to a K; 

c. Clarify an ambiguity (parties’ intent regarding 

ambiguous terms); 

d. Consideration problems (i.e. consideration stated in 

K was never paid); 

e. Prior valid agreement which (as by mistake) is 

incorrectly reflected in the writing; 

f. Existence of collateral agreement if it doesn’t 

contradict or vary main K and if it wouldn’t 

naturally be included in main K; 

g. Subsequent modifications; 

h. Under UCC can show usage of trade, course of 

dealing, or course of performance to explain or even 

supplement integrated agreement. 

 

Conditions 

1. Condition is an event the occurrence or nonoccurrence of 

which will create, limit, or extinguish the absolute duty to 

perform; a promise modifier. 

2. Condition v. promise: Basic test for whether K provision 

is a promise or a condition – “intent of the parties” as 

judged by agreement words, prior practices of parties, 

and custom in the business. The failure of a promise 

constitutes breach, but failure of condition relieves party 

of obligation to perform. 

3. Types of conditions 

a. Condition precedent: one that must occur before an 

absolute duty arises in other party.   

b. Condition concurrent: condition capable of 

occurring together, as where property is tendered in 

exchange for cash. 

c. Condition subsequent: condition that cuts off an 

already existing duty of performance. 

d. Express condition: conditions expressed in K. 

e. Implied condition: “implied in fact” conditions; 

condition to be inferred from evidence of parties’ 

intention. 

f. Constructive conditions: “implied in law” 

conditions; conditions read into K by the court 

without regard to the parties’ intention in order to 

ensure that parties receive what they bargained for.  

May relate to time of performance, i.e. which party 

performs first. 

4. Excuses of condition: duty of performance becomes 

absolute when conditions are either performed or 

excused. 

a. Excuse of condition by failure to cooperate: party 

who wrongfully prevents condition from occurring 

will no longer be given benefit of it. 

b. Excuse by actual breach: an actual, material breach 

by one party excuses other’s duty of 

counterperformance. Minor breach might suspend 

duty but won’t excuse it. 

c. Excuse by anticipatory repudiation: it must be clear, 

not just an expression of doubt. Applies only if there 

are executory (unperformed) duties on both sides of 

bilateral K. If nonrepudiating party has already 

performed his part of the K, must wait until time 

originally set for performance because repudiator 

may change his mind before then.  Repudiation can 

be retracted until nonrepudiating party has accepted 

the repudiation or detrimentally relied on it. 

Anticipatory repudiation gives nonrepudiating 

party 4 options: 
1) Treat the K as totally repudiated and sue 

immediately; 

2) Suspend his own performance and wait until 

the performance is due to sue; 

3) Treat repudiation as an offer to rescind and 

treat the K as discharged; or 

4) Ignore the repudiation and urge performance 

(but by urging repudiating party to perform, 

nonrepudiating party is not waiving 

repudiation – can still sue for breach and is 

excused from performing unless repudiation is 

retracted). 

d. Excuse by prospective inability or unwillingness to 

perform: party might have reasonable grounds to 

believe other party will be unable or unwilling to 

perform when performance is due. Innocent party 

may suspend own performance until she receives 

adequate assurances of performance.  If not, she 

may treat failure as repudiation. 

e. Excuse by substantial performance: where party has 

partially performed his duties but has committed a 

minor breach, rule of substantial performance 

avoids forfeiture of return performance.  Applies 

only where constructive conditions are involved.  

Application to express conditions might defeat 

express intent of parties.  Not applied if breach was 

willful.  



 
1) Substantially performing party may be 

required to pay damages to compensate other 

party for incomplete performance.  

2) Sale of goods: although UCC sets forth the 

perfect tender rule, it’s subject to exceptions, 

i.e. seller’s right to cure defective tender. 

f. Excuse by divisibility of contract: when party 

performs one of the units of divisible K, she’s 

entitled to agreed equivalent for that unit even 

though she doesn’t do other units. 

1) Divisible K - Performance of each party is 

divided into 2 or more parts under the K; 

number of parts due from each party is the 

same; and performance of each part by one 

party is the agreed equivalent of the 

corresponding part by the other party. 

2) Installment K – under UCC, K requiring or 

authorizing delivery in separate lots is an 

installment K.  Buyer may declare total breach 

only if defects in an installment substantially 

impairs value of entire K. 

g. Excuse by waiver or estoppel 

1) Excuse by Estoppel waiver: party may waive 

condition by saying he won’t insist on it.  But 

waiver can be retracted anytime unless other 

party relies on it, then party is estopped from 

asserting the waiver. 

2) Election waiver: if condition is broken, 

benefiting party may either terminate his 

liability or continue under the K.  If he 

continues, he waives the condition. 

3) Conditions that may be waived: if no 

consideration given for waiver, the condition 

must be one that’s unimportant to main 

purpose of K.  Otherwise waiver is gift and 

unenforceable. 

4) Waiving condition doesn’t waive one’s right to 

damages for other’s defective performance. 

h. Excuse by impossibility, impracticability, or 

frustration: conditions may be excused by 

impossibility, impracticability, or frustration of 

purpose. 

 

Risk of loss 

1. When applicable: after contract, but before buyer gets 

goods, the goods are damaged and neither the buyer nor 

the seller is to blame. 

2. Rules: Agreement controls. Breaching party is liable for 

any uninsured loss. If common carrier, seller has risk of 

loss until completion of delivery obligation. If not 

common carrier, merchant seller has risk of loss until 

buyer actually receives goods (takes physical possession). 

If not common carrier, nonmerchant seller has risk of loss 

until seller tenders the goods (makes goods available to 

the buyer). 

3. Liability: if buyer has risk, he pays contract price for 

damaged or destroyed goods. If seller has risk, must 

provide new goods at no cost to buyer. 

4. Leased goods: general rule is owner retains risk of loss 

even though in possession of lessee. Finance lease 

exception (lessee bears risk of loss). 

5. Carrier Contracts 

a. Shipment Ks: seller hasn’t agreed to deliver/tender 

at particular destination. Doesn’t have to make sure 

goods make it to destination/buyer. Only required to 

give goods to carrier, make K for shipment, notify 

buyer. Failure to make shipment K or notify buyer 

is ground for rejection if failure results in material 

delay or loss. 

b. Destination Ks: seller has agreed to deliver to 

destination. Must make sure goods make it to buyer. 

c. F.O.B. Ks: Ks that specify that delivery is F.O.B. to 

a point, F.O.B. (free on board) point is the delivery 

point. Delivery point may be seller’s place of 

shipment or goods’ final destination.   

d. F.A.S. Ks: Ks that specify F.A.S. (free alongside) 

delivery, seller must deliver the goods alongside the 

vessel to port of delivery or on dock designated by 

buyer. 

 

Disputes over Performance  

1. Contracts for sales of goods under UCC 

a. Perfect tender rule: goods delivered must be exactly 

as stated in contract or violates perfect tender rule. 

B has option to reject non-conforming goods. 

b. Seller’s right to cure: may cure a non-perfect tender 

until time for performance is due. If time for 

performance passed, can still cure if thought buyer 

would find non-conforming goods acceptable (i.e. 

based on past dealings). May cure by giving notice 

of intention to cure and making new tender of 

conforming goods which buyer must then accept. 

c. Installment sale contracts: exception to perfect 

tender rule. If one installment not perfect, B cannot 

reject that installment or whole contract. Use 

substantial impairment test. 

d. Acceptance: once B accepts goods, cannot later 

reject them. B must have chance to inspect goods. 

Advance payment without opportunity to inspect 

not acceptance. B’s delay in inspecting goods in his 

possession is acceptance. 

e. Revocation of acceptance: B can revoke his 

acceptance and return goods for refund. Requires 

both substantial impairment and difficulty of 

discovery. 

f. Payment: checks are acceptable but S doesn’t have 

to accept checks. If S rejects check must give B 

additional reasonable time to make alternative 

payment. 

2. Common law contracts 

a. Substantial performance: this is breach but not 

material breach. Recovery of money damages 

permissible. Only material breach excuses under 

common law. 

b. Divisible contracts: where contract divides 

payment into per unit arrangement; substantial 

performance judged in unit by unit basis 

3. Excused performance: material breach by one party 

excuses performance by other party in common law. 

Under UCC, less than perfect tender excuses 

performance. 



 
4. Anticipatory repudiation: must be unequivocal. Non-

breacher may be excused from further performance, await 

performance for reasonable period of time, sue 

immediately for damages, or ignore repudiation and urge 

performance. If party that repudiated later retracts and 

wants to perform, innocent party has to allow 

performance if retraction was timely (meaning before 

innocent party relied on the repudiation), but innocent 

party can require adequate assurances of future 

performance by the repudiating party. 

 

Remedies 

1. Goal is to use money damages to put victim of breach in 

as good a position as would have been had contract been 

fully performed and not breached. 

2. Total and partial breach of K 

a. Total/material breach: if as result of breach, 

nonbreaching party doesn’t receive substantial 

benefit of her bargain, then breach is material.  

Nonbreaching party 1) may treat K as at an end (any 

duty of counterperformance is discharged), and 2) 

has an immediate right to all remedies for breach of 

entire K, including total damages. 

b. Partial/minor breach: may allow the aggrieved party 

to recover damages but she must still perform under 

K.  If minor breach is coupled with anticipatory 

repudiation, it’s material and she need not perform. 

3. Timeliness of Performance: failure to perform by time 

stated in K isn’t material breach if it’s done within 

reasonable time.  But if nature of K makes timely 

performance important or K expressly says time is of the 

essence, then it’s material breach. 

4. Expectation damages: damages that put ∏ in same dollar 

position as if contract has been performed without breach 

(e.g., lost profits). 3-step analysis: What would ∏ have if 

no breach? What does ∏ have after breach? Reconcile. 

Must be certain. Courts won’t award speculative 

damages, i.e. new business that fails to open on time due 

to ∆’s breach. Lost profits would be too speculative 

unless ∏ can present evidence of comparable business 

profits. 

5. Consequential or special damages: must be reasonably 

foreseeable at time of contracting (in contemplation of 

the parties at time of contract). Awarded in addition to 

standard damages. 

6. Punitive damages: generally not awarded in contract law. 

Courts want to encourage efficient breaches of contract. 

Exception – subject matter of contract so personal that 

personal injury and mental anguish could be foreseen at 

time of contracting. Generally not awarded in commercial 

contract cases. 

7. Incidental damages: cost of entering into replacement 

deal. Always recoverable. 

8. Mitigation rule: victim of breach cannot recover for 

damages she could’ve avoided or mitigated 

9. Construction contract damages: if owner breaches, 

damages are contract price minus cost to complete the job 

(or, could compute damages by awarding profit plus cost 

incurred to date); if contractor breaches by failing to 

complete the job, damages are difference between 

original contract price and price paid because of breach; 

if contractor breaches by completing job incorrectly 

under the contract, damages are either the cost to comply 

with contract specs or the amount by which market value 

is diminished as a result of the breach.  

10. Quasi-contract or restitution: Prevents unjust enrichment. 

One party confers benefit on another and has reasonable 

expectation of compensation, they were not a volunteer, 

and allowing Δ to keep benefit would be unjust 

enrichment. Appropriate remedy when: contract failed, 

breaching party can sometimes recover value conferred, 

where no contract exists at all, divisible contracts. 

11. Liquidated damages: cannot act as penalty. Damages 

must be difficult to ascertain/estimate at contracting. 

Amount must be reasonable forecast of compensatory 

damages. Per day amount is reasonable but a fixed total 

amount is not a reasonable forecast. Provisions will be 

valid if meets above standards (difficult to estimate 

damages and reasonable forecast). 

12. Specific performance: traditionally viewed as equitable 

remedy. Courts reluctant to award this unless money 

damages are inadequate. Available for land and unique 

goods, but not for services (too much like involuntary 

servitude). May enjoin breaching employee from working 

for competitor for duration of employment K if services 

contracted for are rare or unique. Defenses against 

Specific Performance: 

a. Laches: claim that ∏ has delayed bringing action 

and delay prejudiced ∆. 

b. Unclean Hands: claim that party seeking specific 

performance is guilty of wrongdoing in transaction 

being sued upon; and 

c. Sale to bona fide purchaser: claim that subject 

matter has been sold to person who purchased for 

value and in good faith. 

13. Reclamation: recovery of goods by unpaid seller from 

buyer who was insolvent at time of delivery of goods. 

Seller has 10 days from delivery of goods to make 

reclamation claim; buyer must still have goods. 

14. Rescission and Restitution: non-breacher may 

rescind/cancel and sue for damages at law or in equity.  If 

non-breacher transferred benefit to breacher while 

attempting to perform, non-breacher is entitled to 

restitution for benefit transferred. 

15. Measure of damages 

a. Ks for sale of goods: difference between K price 

and market price when seller tenders goods or buyer 

learns of breach. If buyer breaches, seller may 

withhold or stop delivery of goods, resell the goods, 

and recover the difference, or recovery ordinary 

damages for nonacceptance. If buyer already 

accepted goods or seller can’t resell, seller may 

recover K price. If seller breaches, under UCC 

buyer may reject nonconforming goods, cancel, 

cover, recover goods identified to K, obtain specific 

performance in some cases, or recover damages for 

nondelivery. If buyer accepts nonconforming goods, 

may recover difference of value between 

nonconforming goods and requested goods. 

b. Ks  for sale of land: difference between K price and 

fair market value. 



 
c. Employment Ks: if breached by employer, measure 

is full K price (less wages earned elsewhere after 

breach). If breached by employee, measure is 

whatever it costs to replace employee.  

d. Construction Ks: if breached by owner, builder will 

be entitled to profits resulting from K plus any costs 

expended. If owner breaches after completion of 

construction, measure is full K price plus interest. If 

K is breached by builder, owner is entitled to cost of 

completion plus compensation for delay. Builder 

might be able to offset for work done to date to 

avoid unjust enrichment of owner. 

e. Installment Ks: If one installment payment isn’t 

made, only minor/partial breach. Can recover only 

that payment. But K may include acceleration 

clause making entire amount due on late payment.  

 

Discharge of Contractual Duties 
1. Once it’s established that there’s immediate duty to 

perform (either because duty is unconditional or 

condition has been satisfied or excused), then duty must 

be discharged. 

2. Discharge by Performance or tender of performance: duty 

may be discharged by complete performance or tender of 

performance, assuming tendering party has present ability 

to perform. 

3. Discharge by Condition Subsequent: duty discharged by 

occurrence of condition subsequent. 

4. Discharge by illegality: duty discharged by supervening 

illegality of subject matter. 

5. Discharge by Impossibility: duty may be discharged by 

impossibility. Nobody could perform according to K 

terms.  Impossibility must arise after K was entered into.  

Party who has rendered part performance prior to 

impossibility may recover in quasi-contract. Impossibility 

examples include: 

a. Death or physical incapacity of person necessary to 

effectuate contract (unless services can be 

delegated); 

b. Subsequent destruction of K’s subject matter or 

means of performance, as long as promisor wasn’t 

at fault; 

c. Destruction of subject matter of K to build v. 

subject matter of K to repair. If K to build is 

accidentally destroyed, builder isn't discharged 

because he can still start over and rebuild. If K to 

repair is accidentally destroyed, repairer’s 

performance is discharged by impossibility because 

there’s nothing left to repair. 

6. Discharge by Impracticability: impracticability requires 

that party encounter extreme and unreasonable difficulty 

or expense that wasn’t anticipated.  Mere change in 

difficulty or expense due to normal risks that could’ve 

been anticipated (increase in price of raw materials) 

won’t warrant discharge by impracticability. 

7. Discharge by Frustration of Purpose: duty may be 

discharged by frustration of purpose, which requires: 

a. Supervening event; 

b. That was not reasonably foreseeable at the time of 

entering into the K; 

c. Which completely or almost completely destroys 

the purpose of the K; and 

d. The purpose was understood by both parties. 

8. Discharge by Rescission 

a. Mutual rescission: both parties expressly agree to 

rescind K. Mutual agreement to rescind will be 

enforced where a bilateral K is partially performed.  

If K is unilateral, mutual rescission is ineffective 

unless there’s new consideration by nonperforming 

party (party without duty to perform), promissory 

estoppel, or original offeree manifests intent to 

make gift of obligation owed her.  Mutual rescission 

may be made orally unless subject is within SoF or 

it involves K for sale of goods requiring rescission 

in writing. 

b. Unilateral rescission: rescission may be unilateral 

where only one party wants to rescind K. Party must 

have adequate legal grounds (mistake, 

misrepresentation, or duress). 

9. Partial Discharge by Modification of Contract: must be 

mutual assent to modifying agreement.  Consideration is 

necessary although courts will find it where each party 

was limited his right to enforce original K. Consideration 

not necessary if modification is a correction, or for 

modification of K for sale of goods. 

10. Discharge by Novation: duty may be discharged by 

novation, i.e. new K substituting new party for one of 

original parties to K.  Necessary elements: 

a. Previous valid K; 

b. Agreement among all parties, including new party; 

c. Immediate extinguishment of K duties as between 

original parties; and 

d. Valid new K. 

11. Discharge by Cancellation: duties can be discharged by 

canceling original agreement. 

12. Discharge by Release: duties can be discharged by 

release and/or covenant not to sue.  Release must be in 

writing and supported by new consideration or 

promissory estoppel. 

13. Discharge by Substituted Contract: where parties to K 

enter into a second K that expressly or impliedly 

immediately revokes the first K. 

14. Discharge by Accord and Satisfaction 

a. Accord: agreement in which one party to K agrees 

to accept performance different from original 

promise. Requires consideration.  Consideration less 

than that of original K will be ok if it’s of different 

type or to be paid to 3rd party. Doesn’t discharge K 

duty.  Just suspends the other party’s right to 

enforce it. Payment of smaller amount than is due 

on claim is valid consideration if made in good faith 

and there’s bona fide dispute on claim.  Often done 

by tendering check marked “payment in full”.  

Cashing payment marked payment in full is an 

accord and satisfaction even if the language is 

marked out. 

b. Satisfaction: performance of accord.  Discharges 

both accord and original debt. 

15. Discharge by Account Stated: duties discharged by an 

account states, i.e. parties agree to amount as final 

balance due from one to other as settlement of all prior 



 
transactions between them.  There must have been more 

than one prior transaction.  Writing is required if one or 

more of original transactions was subject to SoF. 

16. Discharge by Lapse: lapse of time if each party’s duty is 

condition to other’s duty and neither party performs her 

duty. 

17. Discharge by Operation of Law: i.e. K duty of 

performance is merged in court judgment for breach of 

that duty; discharge in bankruptcy bars any right of action 

on K. 

18. Effect of Running of Statute of Limitations: where SoL 

on action has run, it’s held that action for breach of K 

may be barred.  Not discharge, but just unenforceable. 


